Transformation effector and suppressor genes.
Much has been learned about the molecular basis of cancer from the study of the dominantly acting viral and cellular oncogenes and their normal progenitors, the proto-oncogenes. More recent studies have resulted in the isolation and characterization of several genes prototypic of a second class of cancer genes. Whereas oncogenes act to promote the growth of cells, members of this latter class of genes act to inhibit cellular growth and are believed to contribute to the tumorigenic phenotype only when their activities are absent. This new class of cancer genes is referred to by a number of different names including; anti-oncogenes, recessive oncogenes, growth suppressor genes, tumor suppressor genes and emerogenes. Although only a few of these cancer genes have been identified, to date, it is likely that many additional genes of this class await identification. A third class of genes, necessary for the development of the cancer phenotype, is comprised of the transformation effector genes. These are normal cellular genes that encode proteins that cooperate with or activate oncogene functions and thereby induce the development of the neoplastic phenotype. The inactivation of transformation effector functions would therefore inhibit the ability of certain dominantly acting oncogenes to transform cells. The approaches outlined here describe functional assays for the isolation and molecular characterization of transformation effector and suppressor genes.